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Act One Questionnaire

What was the immediate, head-turning disturbance that hooks a reader in the first 
chapter?

Ethan arrives at FCS Palisade (Forward Combat Station), everything feels chaotic and 
Ethan feels claustrophobic in the personnel intake dock, arriving in an HSC 
(Hegemonic Strategic Command) morgue-ship (the only impromptu ride avail).

Ethan rationalizes his optimistic attitude in the face of the overwhelming machine of 
war by thinking forward to potential adventures. 

Most of Palisade is mobilizing to secure a newly discovered lost planet, so Ethan is 
thrust into his new command, a platoon with a bad rep, without time to settle in.

Describe the lead character’s initial status quo environment:

He’s a new, young lieutenant ready to start his career. He’s been working hard to 
adapt to military life, which has felt a lot like hammering a round peg into a square 
hole.

The galaxy’s not a pretty place. War is constant as the Herravälde continues to reclaim 
lost planets back into the hegemony. Revolutionary factions resist the Herravälde with 
limited successes. Xeno-Hordes (scary aliens) increasingly invade human sectors of 
the galaxy at whim.

What’s the novel’s theme?

You choose your family.

What was the lead character's motivation during ACT ONE (not necessarily the 
primary objective of ACTS TWO & THREE)?

Ethan is trying to get his feet on the ground, to settle in as quickly as possible (which 
is impossible), to figure out his new role, figuring out the soldiers of the Black Skulls. 

He fails miserably. The squad leaders resist him. He has zero luck breaking down the 
walls they’ve intentionally built.

However he does get battalion’s permission for the Black Skulls to go back down to 
Bravarius’ surface as part of the security detail. So that’s an Act One win. Instead of 
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building any kind of relationships with his NCOs, he’s gonna give them all a win, esp 
for himself.

What was threatening to cause the lead character’s demise, physically, professionally, 
or psychologically:

Professionally: Instead of a career track with lots of possibilities, he’s been assigned to 
a beat up platoon that’s probably going to be disbanded because of recent bad 
history.

Psychologically: the NCOs are automatically rejecting him (the extroverted fun guy?!) 
without giving him a chance.

Physically: Ethan and the Black Skulls encounter Nazila’s forces for the first time.

What catalyst shook up the lead character’s status quo, starting the novel’s 
progression of change?

The discovery of a small military unit (possibly revolutionaries), as well as a the 
presence of a Drift Blade, creates an opportunity to earn a win for the platoon.

Defeating a small revolutionary unit—while acquiring a Drift Relic, however small—
would increase the platoon’s standing and its morale. And Ethan would love to be the 
guy to make it all happen.

What specific event was the First Doorway of No Return, irrevocably altering the 
status quo?

LT Ethan Moller manages to convince CPT Grün (company commander) to assign the 
Black Skulls a security detail back on the surface of Bravarius 4b, close to where they 
ran into the small group of revolutionaries.

The catch: 

Rumors are true. Chain of command is probably going to disband the Black Skulls 
Platoon because of poor they’re a beat up, bad luck unit.

• If Ethan and the platoon stay in orbit as planned (the safe route), then, when 
the platoon is disbanded, Ethan will reassigned to a laterally to another 
platoon.

• If, however, Ethan takes the Black Skulls back down for this voluntary 
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assignment (the gamble) and the platoon jacks it up, Ethan will be stigmatized 
along with the Skulls. And when the platoon is disbanded, he’ll probably get a 
boring, stagnant desk job for the rest of his career.

Why did the lead character go through this doorway, voluntarily or involuntarily, 
thereby increasing personal risk?

Because he wants to prove himself, wants to go for the win. Ethan is no stranger to 
high-risk/high-reward situations. In his youth, that’s how he thrived. And now he wants 
to revive his new platoon by getting them all to chase the reward too.

Summarize how this event caused introspection and/or self-doubt in the lead 
character:

Except for training in officer’s school, he’s rarely been a team player. Can he make the 
switch? Is this really worth the risk?

Also, if his platoon fails, the consequence of a career behind a desk is horrifying.

Why couldn’t the lead character retreat back to the status quo?

Because battalion will want a scape goat if the Black Skulls don’t do a good job.

The platoon can only succeed or fail this assignment.

There’s no getting out of it now that Ethan volunteered for it.

How do the subplots progress?

[Still working these out.]

1.  Embla’s rise from fear. [Ends book 7]

2.  Vernik’s Revenge. [Ends book 4 or 5]

3.  Svante Fagerudd matures to become a full Psyphage, manipulator of etherium 
(drift magic) [Ends book 7]

4.  Embla’s Sacrifice.  [Ends with sacrifice of SSGT Sabine in book 3]
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